Domestic violence and psychological well-being of survivor women in Punjab, Pakistan

Abstract

Present research examined the effects of four forms of domestic violence (physical, psychological, economic and sexual violence) on psychological well-being of conveniently selected 100 violence survivor women (n=25 for each form). Age range of the sample was 18-50 years and was selected from the Dar-ul-amaan (shelter homes) of Multan and Bhawalpur cities of Punjab, Pakistan. Research was a mixed method survey research design and as first step Urdu translated version of Psychological Inventory’s subscale of Well-being (WB) (1) was used to assess the psychological well-being of these violence survivor women followed by the semi-structured interview, to explore demographic factors in provoking domestic violence and major psychological problems faced by survivor women. Results of One Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) revealed that the survivors of sexual and physical violence had most impaired psychological well-being as compared to other types of domestic violence survivors (quantitative analysis). The case history reports on the basis of semi structured interviews and previous history record (available in Dar-ul-amaan’s records and consultant psychologist’s files) showed that family and socio-economic factors played a significant role in provoking various types of domestic violence and major psychological problems faced by the survivors were poor self-concept, low self-esteem, feelings of powerlessness, helplessness, worthlessness, hopelessness, sleep problems, anhedonia, post-traumatic stress disorder and depression (qualitative analysis).
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Introduction

Violence against women is becoming a very critical issue, especially domestic violence. Public health practitioners of developing countries over the years had been deeply concerned with trying to study and treatment of the cases of this form of violence survivors. It is defined as a gender based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual or mental harm /suffering to women, including threat of such acts, coerced or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or in private life.1,2 Domestic violence is a global issue and commonly used to describe the “women abuse” those who suffer at the hands of their male partner, because wife abused by husband is the most common form of violence against women (e.g. wife beating, burning of women, acid throwing)3-6 and according to the American Medical Association domestic violence is perceived as a pattern of physical, sexual and/or psychological abuse by a person with whom the survivor had an intimate relationship.7-10 Domestic violence is also considered as an important cause of mortality and morbidity of women in every country where these associations have been studied.1 It is considered as an important cause of intentional injuries in women, which consequently reduce women’s confidence by decreasing their desire to participate fully in life.11-14 It occurs in almost all social and economic classes, races and religions in multiple patterns/trends however, not a single society could be declared free of this notion.15

One’s social setup plays vital role in the promotion of domestic violence; as historically our society encourages men to be more powerful and aggressive and at the same time encouraging women to be submissive and weak. It has a long standing history in all national, ethnic and class boundaries. Walker’s16 research indicates that the tradition of domestic violence blended with religious beliefs and legal rights holding. This means further that men are responsible for the needs of their wives and children, and making it their duty to discipline whose views are seen as disobedient. As domestic violence is a well-known problem today, different psychologists and sociologists define it according to their cultural perspectives. Domestic violence is an act expressed by husband towards his wife in the form of physical, sexual, emotional, or economic to which, the wife denies to consent and it is directly or indirectly conditioned by the traditions, laws, and attitudes prevalent in the living society, and it is done in order to gain the power on other partner.17,18

In Pakistani society, domestic violence is a private matter, as it occurs in the family setup, and therefore not an appropriate focus for its assessment, proper intervention or policy changes resides in the cultural boundaries.19 Male dominance is frequently considered as a main cause of the domestic violence in general20 and co-modification in this regard eventually prone seventy percent to ninety percent of Pakistani women to violence on daily basis.21

Domestic violence has many reasons or causes, but mostly socialization,22 economic dependency on male,23 inflexible norms and values,20 poverty and illiteracy are those profound psychological and social factors, who contribute largely in the occurrence of domestic violence.21

Theoretical bases

Some psychological theories also strive to investigate the causes and reasons behind the act of domestic violence but no single theory would fully explain domestic violence against women, since is it multi-factorial. According to psychoanalytical theory sexual and instinctive drives known as the libido which derives its energy from the Eros basically motivates human behaviors. In case of repression of such libidinal urges aggression or abusive behaviour emerged.26
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the profound demographic variables in provoking domestic violence. Power based theory affirmed that the present day marital violence by men towards their wives is an attempt to established or maintain power over the wife when her behaviour becomes unacceptable to the men.30,31 Frustration aggression theory declared that frustrating experiences acts as instigators of violent behaviour, heightening the drive level and thereby presumably sparking aggressive behaviour.32 According to gender schema theory violence against women has been emerging from inequalities between men and women and this imbalance of power results from the emergence of gender roles ascribed to men and women from birth with gender discrimination.33 Domestic violence has a very devastating effect on psychological functioning of female survivors of gender based violence. survivors with distressing psychological functioning mostly report problems like hypertension, lack of concentration, lack of interest, have poor self-concept, low self-esteem, feelings of powerlessness, depression, sleep problems, post-traumatic stress disorder, and obsessive compulsive disorder.34−36 It is very difficult to assess the extent of the problem in our society which is likely due to the strength of notion of the privacy/secrecy of the family, and lack of reported data on this issue, but this has been quite evolving and increasingly becoming visible in our society. Moreover, slapping, hitting, punching, kicking, and pushing are hardly considered as violence. There have been various comprehensive studies done on domestic violence with reference to Pakistani society.4−41

Method

Objectives of the Study

Specific objectives of the study are listed below:

1. To examine how different types of domestic violence (physical, sexual, psychological and economic violence) impair the psychological well-being of the abuse survivors.

2. To identify the main causes of high prevalence rate of domestic violence in Pakistani society.

Hypotheses

In order to achieve the above objectives following hypotheses have been formulated:

1. Survivors of sexual violence would have most impaired psychological well-being in comparison with survivors of economic and psychological violence.

2. Economic violence would have the least debilitating impact on psychological well-being in comparison with physical, sexual, and psychological violence.

Definitions of variables

1. The definitions of the domestic violence as developed from the report published by Family Violence Professional Educational Taskforce43 suggest that in Pakistan four types of domestic violence occurred (physical, sexual, psychological and economic).

2. Physical violence refers to any intentional behaviour involving use of force against the body of another person which risks physical injury, hitting, harm or pain, punching, kicking, slapping, burning, twisting of the body parts, attacking with objects, breaking bones and murder attempts.

3. Sexual violence can be defined as any unwanted and forced sexual intimacy towards other individual; forced unwanted method of intercourse, denying partner’s sexuality, or any other unwanted sexual activity. Psychological violence as the destruction of person’s self-esteem, humiliation, possessiveness, interrogation, constant criticism and make one feel inferior.

4. Economic violence occurred where the man totally controls all financial resources which involves controlling the other person’s (women) earned money; its availability and restricting her from participating in decisions about how money should be spent by denying woman’s access to her own funds.

Sample

The purposive convenience sampling technique was used in present study and 100 violence (n = 25, for each form i.e., physical, psychological, economic and sexual violence) survivor women were selected from the Dar-ul-amaans of Multan and Bhaupur cities of Punjab Pakistan. The age range of the sample was 18-50 years (M = 34) and were identified with the help of women activist lawyer, and Dar-ul-amaan’s administration. Majority of the sample belonged to lower middle and lower socio economic status. As inclusion criteria only those women were made part of study that had legal pursuits going on in courts regarding domestic violence and were staying in Dar-ul-amaan upon court orders. Keeping in view the APA ethical consideration and fragile nature of study NOC from their lawyers
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and Dar-ul-amaan administration were also sought. All the willing sample confirmed their participation in study by informed consent commitment.

**Instrument**

Well-being scale (Wb scale of CPI): Considering the objectives of the research, Urdu translated version of California Psychological Inventory’s (CPI) subscale Wb (1) was selected to explore out the level of psychological well-being of the survivors of four types of domestic violence. Wb scale comprises of 38 (6 true, 32 false) items. It was dichotomous scale having 0-1 response categories. “True” responses were scored as “1”, whereas, “False” responses were scored as “0”. High scores in the scale represent high psychological well-being vice versa. The reliability estimates of the instruments showed high value of co-efficient alpha α=.86.

**Procedure**

The ethical considerations were kept in mind before the data collection of the present study and verbal informed consent was taken from all the respondents by assuring respondents that all information provided would be kept confidential. 22 women refused to participate in the study and were replaced by other women residing in the next Dar-ul-amaans who fulfilled the criteria.

The data collection instrument was based on the main objective of the study i.e., to measure the psychological well being along with that a socio-demographic sheet containing the data of participants was maintained including age of respondent/husband, age at marriage, duration of marriage, number of pregnancies, occupation (husband and respondent own if any), type of house or ownership of house and monthly household income. Semi-structured in depth interviews (40-50 minutes) were carried out with each survivor woman individually. All of the women were inquired about the details of their lives, in-depth explanations about the nature of domestic violence which they had experienced and to report whether the abusers were their husbands or any other family members (in-laws). They were also inquired about the present state of their psychological health and these complaints were verified by the record files saved at Dar-ul-amaan’s (shelter homes) office staff and consultant psychologists. The interviews were recorded with paper and pencil (with the consent of interviewees and Dar-ul-amaan’s administration) and later on were used for the qualitative analysis, whereas the scores on psychological well-being scale were used for quantitative analysis.

**Results**

The present research had been completed in two parts. Part I deals with the quantitative analysis (with the help of SPSS 21), in order to find out which types of domestic violence impaired the psychological well-being of abused women most severely. Part II deals with the qualitative analysis, in order to explore those profound demographic variables which act as provoking factors of domestic violence.

**Part-I (quantitative analyses)**

The data of 100 survivors women of four types of domestic violence (physical, sexual, psychological and economical violence) were analyzed on the scores of Wb scale of the survivor women in order to explore the type of domestic violence which impaired the psychological well-being most severely (Figure 1). The significant difference between the psychological well-being of survivors of four types of domestic violence was also calculated (Table 1). Findings in figure 1 indicated that four types (physical, sexual, psychological and economical violence) of domestic violence, particularly physical and sexual violence had devastating effects on the psychological well-being of survivor women than psychological and economic violence. Table 1 indicates the mean difference and standard deviation between the scores of four types of domestic violence (physical, psychological, sexual and economic violence) on CPI's subscale Wb. The analysis of variance indicates a significant difference in terms of impact of different types of domestic violence on survivor’s psychological well-being ($F (3, 96) = 25.63$, ***$p < .000$).

![Figure 1](image)

**Table 1** Mean and standard deviation scores on CPI's subscale psychological well-being (Wb) of survivor of various types of domestic violence (N=100)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Violence</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>1.104</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual</td>
<td>6.88</td>
<td>1.332</td>
<td>25.63</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>2.169</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>2.414</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***$p < .000$***

**Part-II (qualitative analyses)**

After doing the quantitative analysis, data was further analysed qualitatively to find out those profound demographic variables which provoke the occurrence of domestic violence. The qualitative data was obtained through semi-structured in-depth interviews with the survivor women of four types of domestic violence, and available previous history of these survivors’ in Dar-ul-Aman. The Case study method of qualitative analysis was done to find out how the demographic variable provokes the occurrence of these four types of domestic violence, as well as to explore out those major psychological problems, which were mostly faced by the survivor women after experiencing the domestic violence. The results of qualitative analysis revealed that, the profound demographic variables which played a crucial role in
provoking the prevalence rate of four types of domestic violence are: parental death (8.5%), social setup (17.9%), disobeying (35.8%), and arguing with in-laws (20.7%), infertility, (22.8%), financial reasons (19.8%), not having a son (18.8%) and husband being addicted to drugs (53%), dowry issues (15.6%), poverty (23%) and illiteracy (12.7%). The findings also revealed that the major psychological problems faced by the survivor women after experiencing the domestic violence are; poor self-concept, low self-esteem, feelings of powerlessness, helplessness, worthlessness, hopelessness, sleep problems, anhedonia, depression and post-traumatic stress disorder.

Discussion

The present study aimed at exploring the effects of four types of domestic violence (physical, sexual, psychological, and economic violence) on the psychological well-being of survivor women and also intended to explore the profound demographic variables of domestic violence. The study data were analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively.

The findings of quantitative analysis showed that the survivor women sexual violence had most impaired psychological well-being than physical, psychological and economic violence as the bar graph shows low scores of physical and sexual violence survivor women. This supported our both hypotheses that the survivors of sexual and physical violence had the most impaired psychological well-being and the survivors of economic violence had the least impaired psychological well-being (Table 1) (Figure 1). Our findings are consistent with the results of previous empirical research that physical and sexual abuse has been linked to later development of psychological disorders and drug abuse. The results of ANOVA of the four types of domestic violence and scores on psychological well-being scale revealed significant difference in terms of impact of four types of domestic violence on survivors’ psychological well-being (Table 1). These findings are also in line with the findings of another study which concluded that among women who reported receiving beatings by their husbands (80.0%) and had experienced such violence from their in-laws (57.5%) majority were feeling stressed by the conflict with their husbands (98.5% of the women) and with their in-laws (97.3%). Empirical evidence also yield that economic dependency of women on the man gave an edge to the domestic violence) on the psychological well-being of survivor women and qualitative.

The results showed that the survivor women of domestic violence have poor self-concept, low self-esteem, feelings of powerlessness, helplessness, depression, sleep problems, post-traumatic stress disorder and anhedonia. The diagnostic criteria’s of all these psychological disorders which were given by American Psychiatric Association’s DSM-V also supported these findings. The results showed that the survivor women of domestic violence have poor self-concept, low self-esteem, depression, and feelings of powerlessness. These findings are consistent with the findings of previous researches which revealed that domestic violence leads to substance abuse, low self-esteem, low self-concept, depression, and feelings of powerlessness because they believe that as they are bad, so they deserved to experience the domestic violence. Another research also found that depression in married women was associated with younger age at marriage, lack of autonomy in marriage decisions, marital rape and domestic abuse by in-laws. The findings of the present study also demonstrated that majority of the survivor women experiencing the sleep problems, post-traumatic stress disorder and anhedonia due to night mares which mostly revealed the traumatic events of their past life. Our findings are in line with the results of previous research which found out that, those women who are abused by their intimate partners developed sleep problems and anhedonia. Various studies have found a correlation of depression with certain reproductive rights, such as younger age at marriage and marital rape. Marital rape is any unwanted intercourse or penetration (vaginal, anal, or oral) obtained by force, threat of force, or when the wife is unable to consent. Commonly it is perceived that women are raped by men other than their partners but data have revealed that,
over 75% of the women who have been physically or sexually abused, report abuse by their partner. About 10-20% of the women surveyed in 5 out of 10 countries believed that a woman does not have a right to refuse sex to her husband under any circumstances. It is now a crime in most parts of the Western world but the Pakistani law still fails to recognize marital rape as a crime. Although the association of depression with autonomy to decide about contraception has not been studied in the past, it is known that the stress of an unintended pregnancy or unsafe abortion might be expected to increase the risk of onset or recurrence of serious mental ill-health.

Conclusion

In present research the findings of both quantitative and qualitative analyses showed that sexual and physical violence had more devastating effects on the psychological well-being of survivor women than economic and psychological violence. In Pakistan, women experienced domestic violence, because of the lack of awareness about their legal rights and demand, rights, and social obligations and restrictions regarding the marital relationship. Domestic violence totally distorted the psychological functioning of survivor, but despite this our society has very cold attitude towards it. Literature review also supported the fact that whenever any kind of domestic violence had occurred at home, all the people got affected by that negatively and mostly children and women face the misery most of the time.

Limitations and suggestions

Our research was limited to small representative sample of only two cities of Pakistan, so it is suggested that it should be replicated on a large representative sample of whole Pakistan. The qualitative analyses of the present study was focused only on the impact of profound demographic variables, while many associated variables and personal attributes such as, birth order, autonomy, confidence and possessive nature may also be researched out.
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